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1 - trust a sidekick

                                trust a sidekick
sonicstrom:well it me again in this story peach get takeing away by bowser and i know you hear
this story before but there a new hero just read for your self now this story start when toad is
runing to mario and luigi house
toad:mario*open the door and run in side*
luigi:hey toad
toad:where is mario
luigi:i think he in bed
toad:*run to mario bed room* mario
mario:*look at toad*what is it
toad:mario you look a little green
mario:i know but some one has to save her
toad:but how did you know peach was in troblem
mario:that why you all ways come over
toad:oh well come to the castle when your about to go save her*walk out the house*
luigi:so what toad want
mario:i have to go save peach but i do not feel so good
luigi:so what are you going to do
mario:i was hopeing you would go for me
luigi:what
mario:i want you to go for me
luigi:but no one trust me
mario:but you all ways say that you want more people to trust you
luigi:what about sonic
mario:he not going to be back for a while
luigi: but i can't do it
mario:but i know you can
luigi:what
mario:why else would i ask you your the only one who can do it your my brother and i would not
have ask anyone else so luigi please save peach
luigi:*walk out the door*
(inside peach castle)
toad:luigi where is mario
luigi:he not here
toad:so who going to save peach
luigi:i am
                                



2 - luigi and diddy at bowser castle

                                        trsrting a side kick
toad:but where mario
luigi:I just said i was going there for him
Toad:oh *start to laugh* you all most got me mario
luigi:mario but i am oh never mind*walk out of the castle*
(the way to Bowser castle)
luigi:dang this is taking a long time to get there
Diddy:hey luigi
Luigi:diddy what are you doing here
Diddy:read the title of the story
Luigi:it said trsrting a side kick which is me
diddy:no all it said is trsrting a side kick which is both of us so can i stay
luigi:well you are a side kick so why not
diddy:yay the first mario story i am in
Luigi:wait you were in down the pipe and daisy get back at peach
diddy:yeah your right so where are we going
luigi:to save peach
diddy:wow first i was trying to kill her now i am trying to save her
Luigi:do you know a short cut to bowser castle
diddy:no but there a pipe over there that says to bowser castle
Luigi:could not hurt to try*jump in the pipe*
diddy:does the same
(at bowser castle)
luigi:*jump out*
diddy:aw man it took us to bowser castle*jump out*
luigi:sorry diddy no banana land
hammer bro:who goes there
luigi:it me luigi
diddy:and it me diddy kong
hammer bro:i know you diddy but who the other guy
luigi:i am mario bro
hammer bro:oh
(every thing stay quiet)
diddy:yeah so your going to let us it
hammer bro:no
diddy:ok*cartwheel into the hammer bro*
luigi:*pull out his hammer and about to smash the hammer bro face in*now what was that
hammer bro:come in
(in bowser castle)
diddy:some thing crazy going to happen
Luigi:why do you think that
(fall thought the floor)



luigi well that not that bad
diddy:yeah*get up off the ground and see bowser about the kiss peach and peach trying to get away*oh
sh*t
luigi:what wrong oh my good lord
peach:help
sonic strom:ok people this is the end i want to know what do you want to see
A luigi fight bowser and save peach
B luigi fight bowser and lost and diddy save peach
Cluigi and bowser have a dance off
Dluigi and diddy forget all about peach and go to banana land
Eboth luigi and diddy lost to bowser and peach beat up bowser and save luigi and diddy
Fluigi and diddy run away and get daisy to dress up as peach
that first coment wins
                        to be cont



3 - To banana land

                                trusting a side kick
Diddy:hey that should be trusting side kicks
Sonic storm:sorry diddy you got here to late
Diddy :when monkey rule the world you will be the first one we get
Kalin:oh no killer monkey *run outside and run in circle*
Sonic:*hit kalin in the head with a rock*
Kalin:*out cold*
Sonic:ok let start
Sonic storm:in 5 4 3 2 1 and action
Bowser:who are you
Luigi:i am luigi
Diddy:and i am diddy kong
Bowser:ok so what are you Doing here
Luigi:we are here to take peach back
(just at that moment a rock from the floor that Luigi and Diddy fell from hit them on the head
knocking them out )
Bowser:troops
(4 dry bones come in to the room)
Bowser:take these two away
Peach:no Luigi Diddy
(outside of the castles when luigi and Diddy wake up)
Luigi:diddy what just happen
Diddy:i do not know
Luigi: hey Diddy look
(it a pipe that says to banana land)
Luigi:do you think that is why we came here
Diddy:i do not care let go *jump down the pipe*
Luigi:*jump down the pipe*
(at banana land)
Diddy:*jump out the pipe* here we are banana land
Luigi:wow there are so many monkeys and yoshi
Diddy:what the
Luigi:what wrong Diddy
Diddy:it that Yoshi that took my banana and there go Dixie she came here with out me Luigi i will
be right back*run after the Yoshi and Dixie*
Luigi:wow it so yellow here
(you sir with the green hat)
Luigi:*look the way the voice was came from and see a magikoopa*me
magikoopa:yes you
Luigi:*walk to the magikoopa*
magikoopa:i do not see a lot of human here
Luigi:i am here with a friend



magikoopa:i see his name is Diddy right
Luigi:That right
magikoopa:and you are trying to safe girl name Peach
Luigi:wait that right i was just in Bowser castles i got to find Diddy thank you for telling me this
*run off to find diddy*
                                        to be cont



4 - last character

                                        trusting a sidekick
sonicstrom:now back to trusting a side kick with are two side kick
Luigi:luigi
Diddy:and Diddy kong
(we go back to the story with are main character luigi at banana land and just find out he is trying
to save peach and now trying to find his friend Diddy kong)
luigi:Diddy Diddy where is he
Dixie:hey luigi
Luigi:hi dixie have you seen Diddy
Dixie:*look shock*Diddy here
Luigi:yea he went off look for you
Dixie:*get on luigi's back*how does he know i am here
Luigi:he saw you go by with some yoshi why what wrong
Dixie:look Luigi i got to go if you see Diddy tell him i came here something *run away as fast as
she can*
Luigi:ok that was weird
Diddy:Luigi
Luigi:oh *turn around* hey Diddy
Diddy:what was Dixie talking to you about
Luigi:uhhhhh she had to do some here
Diddy:she ask you to say that right
Luigi:yeah
Diddy:i know it
Luigi:but any way Diddy i know what we have to do know
Diddy:what
Luigi:we have to go save peach
Diddy:wait on sure do
Luigi:so what are we doing here let go
(at bowser castle)
peach:hope luigi and diddy are ok
Diddy:(at the window of the room that Peach is in)yeah were ok
Peach:Diddy how
Diddy:i got a jet pack
Peach:where Luigi
Super Luigi:hi*pick up Peach*ok let go
sonicstrom:and in the end Luigi did been come a hero of the day and for all the people who love
violence
bowser:*walk out side wtih his troops* dang you mario brother
Diddy:*throw a bomb at at bowser and everyone dies*
                        the end
story made by:sonic strom
sonic strom:that me
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